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A 8s 

ABOIDEAU AABDEIOU type of dike [n -S , -X] 

ABOITEAU AABEIOTU aboideau (type of dike) [n -S, -X] 

ACAULINE AACEILNU having no stem [adj] 

ACETONES ACEENOST ACETONE, flammable liquid [n] 

ACIERATE AACEEIRT to turn into steel [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACRIDINE ACDEIINR chemical compound [n -S] 

ACROLEIN ACEILNOR flammable liquid [n -S] 

ACTINIAE AACEIINT ACTINIA, marine animal [n] 

ACTIONER ACEINORT film with exciting action [n -S] 

ADENINES ADEEINNS ADENINE, alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

ADENITIS ADEIINST inflammation of lymph node [n -ES] 

ADRENALS AADELNRS ADRENAL, endocrine gland [n] 

ADROITER ADEIORRT ADROIT, skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adj] 

AECIDIAL AACDEIIL pertaining to aecium (spore-producing organ of certain fungi) [adj] 

AEQUORIN AEINOQRU protein secreted by jellyfish [n -S] 

AERADIOS AADEIORS AERADIO, Canadian radio service for pilots [n] 

AERATING AAEGINRT AERATE, to supply with air [v] 

AERATION AAEINORT act of aerating (to supply with air) [n -S] 

AERATORS AAEORRST AERATOR, one that aerates (to supply with air) [n] 

AERIFIED ADEEFIIR AERIFY, to aerate (to supply with air) [v] 

AERODYNE ADEENORY aircraft that is heavier than air [n -S] 

AEROFOIL AEFILOOR airfoil (part of aircraft designed to provide lift or control) [n -S] 

AEROGELS AEEGLORS AEROGEL, highly porous solid [n] 

AEROLITE AEEILORT  meteorite containing more stone than iron [n -S] 

AEROLITH AEHILORT aerolite (meteorite containing more stone than iron) [n -S] 

AERONAUT AAENORTU one who operates airship (lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems) [n -S] 

AEROSTAT AAEORSTT aircraft that is lighter than air [n -S] 

AGENESIA AAEEGINS agenesis (absence or imperfect development of bodily part) [n -S] 

AGENETIC ACEEGINT AGENESIS, absence or imperfect development of bodily part [adj] 

AGENTIAL AAEGILNT AGENT, to act as representative for [adj] 

AGINNERS AEGINNRS AGINNER, one that is against change [n] 

AGITATOR AAGIORTT one that agitates (to move with violent, irregular action) [n -S] 

AGLITTER AEGILRTT glittering [adj] 

AGONISED ADEGINOS AGONISE, to agonize (to suffer extreme pain) [v] 

AGOUTIES AEGIOSTU AGOUTI, burrowing rodent [n] / AGOUTY [n] 

AIGRETTE AEEGIRTT tuft of feathers worn as head ornament [n -S] 

AILERONS AEILNORS AILERON, movable control surface on airplane wing [n] 

AIRBORNE ABEINORR flying [adj] 

AIRLINER AEIILNRR large passenger aircraft [n -S] 

AIRLINES AEIILNRS AIRLINE, air transportation system [n] 

AIRPLANE AAEILNPR winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers [n -S] 

AIRWOMEN AEIMNORW AIRWOMAN, female aviator [n] 

ALANINES AAEILNNS ALANINE, amino acid [n] 

ALEATORY AAELORTY pertaining to luck [adj] 

ALEURONE AEELNORU protein matter found in seeds of certain plants [n -S] 

ALGERINE AEEGILNR woolen fabric [n -S] 
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ALGINATE AAEGILNT chemical salt [n -S] 

ALIENAGE AAEEGILN state of being foreign (situated outside place or country) [n -S] 

ALIENATE AAEEILNT to make indifferent or unfriendly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ALIENEES AEEEILNS ALIENEE, one to whom property is transferred [n] 

ALIENERS AEEILNRS ALIENER, alienor (one that transfers property) [n] 

ALIENIST AEIILNST physician who treats mental disorders [n -S] 

ALIENORS AEILNORS ALIENOR, one that transfers property [n] 

ALTERANT AAELNRTT something that alters (to make different) [n -S] 

ALUNITES AEILNSTU ALUNITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

AMITROLE AEILMORT herbicide [n -S] 

ANAEROBE AABEENOR organism that does not require oxygen to live [n -S] 

ANALOGUE AAEGLNOU something that bears analogy to something else [n -S] 

ANDESITE ADEEINST volcanic rock [n -S] 

ANDROGEN ADEGNNOR male sex hormone [n -S] 

ANEARING AAEGINNR ANEAR, to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

ANECDOTA AACDENOT ANECDOTE, brief story [n] 

ANECDOTE ACDEENOT brief story [n -TA, -S] 

ANERGIAS AAEGINRS ANERGIA, anergy (lack of energy) [n] 

ANERGIES AEEGINRS ANERGY, lack of energy [n] 

ANEROIDS ADEINORS ANEROID, type of barometer [n] 

ANETHOLE AEEHLNOT chemical compound [n -S] 

ANEURINS AEINNRSU ANEURIN, thiamine (B vitamin) [n] 

ANILINES AEIILNNS ANILINE, chemical compound [n] 

ANIMATER AAEIMNRT animator (one that animates (to give life to)) [n -S] 

ANKERITE AEEIKNRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ANNEALER AAEELNNR one that anneals (to toughen (to make tough)) [n -S] 

ANODISER ADEINORS anodizer (one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means)) [n -S] 

ANODIZER ADEINORZ one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [n -S] 

ANOINTED ADEINNOT ANOINT, to apply oil to as sacred rite [v] 

ANOINTER AEINNORT one that anoints (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n -S] 

ANORETIC ACEINORT anorexic (one affected with anorexia) [n -S] 

ANOREXIA AAEINORX loss of appetite [n -S] 

ANSERINE AEEINNRS chemical compound [n -S] 

ANTEATER AAEENRTT any of several mammals that feed on ants [n -S] 

ANTELOPE AEELNOPT ruminant mammal [n -S] 

ANTERIOR AEINORRT situated in or toward front [adj] 

ANTHELIA AAEHILNT halolike areas seen in sky opposite sun [n ANTHELIA] 

ANTHERID ADEHINRT male reproductive organ of certain plants [n -S] 

ANTIARIN AAIINNRT antiar (arrow poison) [n -S] 

ANTIDORA AADINORT holy breads [n ANTIDORA] 

ANTIDOTE ADEINOTT to counteract effects of poison with remedy [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ANTIDRUG ADGINRTU opposed to illicit drugs [adj] 

ANTIGENE AEEGINNT antigen (substance that stimulates production of antibodies) [n -S]  

ANTIHERO AEHINORT protagonist who is notably lacking in heroic qualities [n -ES] 

ANTILIFE AEFIILNT opposed to life (quality that distinguishes animals and plants from inanimate matter) [adj] 

ANTIMERE AEEIMNRT part of organism symmetrical with part on opposite side of main axis [n -S] 

ANTINODE ADEINNOT region between adjacent nodes [n -S] 
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ANTIPOLE AEILNOPT opposite pole [n -S] 

ANTIQUED ADEINQTU ANTIQUE, to give appearance of age to [v] 

ANTIQUER AEINQRTU one that antiques (to give appearance of age to) [n -S] 

ANTIRAPE AAEINPRT concerned with preventing rape [adj] 

ANTIRIOT AIINORTT designed to prevent or end riots [adj] 

ANTISERA AAEINRST serums that contain antibodies [n ANTISERA] 

ANTIWEAR AAEINRTW designed to reduce effects of long or hard use [adj] 

ANTIWEED ADEEINTW concerned with destruction of weeds [adj] 

ANTLERED ADEELNRT ANTLER, horn of animal of deer family [adj] 

ANTRORSE AENORRST directed forward or upward [adj] 

ANURETIC ACEINRTU ANURESIS, inability to urinate [adj] 

APERIENT AEEINPRT mild laxative [n -S] 

ARANEIDS AADEINRS ARANEID, spider [n] 

ARENITES AEEINRST ARENITE, rock made up chiefly of sand grains [n] 

AREOLATE AAEELORT AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [adj] 

ARGENTAL AAEGLNRT ARGENT, silver [adj] 

ARGENTIC ACEGINRT ARGENT, silver [adj] 

ARGININE AEGIINNR amino acid [n -S] 

AROINTED ADEINORT AROINT, to drive away [v] 

AROYNTED ADENORTY AROYNT, to aroint (to drive away) [v] 

ARSENATE AAEENRST chemical salt [n -S] 

ARSENIDE ADEEINRS arsenic compound [n -S] 

ARSENITE AEEINRST chemical salt [n -S] 

ARTERIAL AAEILRRT type of highway (main road) [n -S] 

ARTERIES AEEIRRST ARTERY, vessel that carries blood away from heart [n] 

ARTICLED ACDEILRT ARTICLE, to charge with specific offenses [v] 

ASTERNAL AAELNRST not connected to sternum [adj] 

ASTEROID ADEIORST type of celestial body [n -S] 

ASTHENIA AAEHINST lack of strength [n -S] 

ASTONIED ADEINOST ASTONY, to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v] 

ASTONIES AEINOSST ASTONY, to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v] 

ATABRINE AABEINRT drug to treat malaria [n -S] 

ATELIERS AEEILRST ATELIER, workshop or studio [n] 

ATRAZINE AAEINRTZ herbicide [n -S] 

ATROPINE AEINOPRT poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

ATTAINED AADEINTT ATTAIN, to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort [v] 

ATTAINER AAEINRTT one that attains (to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort) [n -S] 

ATTORNED ADENORTT ATTORN, to acknowledge new owner as one's landlord [v] 

AUDIENCE ACDEEINU group of listeners or spectators [n -S] 

AUDIENTS ADEINSTU AUDIENT, one that hears (to perceive by ear) [n] 

AUDITEES ADEEISTU AUDITEE, one that is audited [n] 

AUDITION ADIINOTU to give trial performance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AUDITORS ADIORSTU AUDITOR, one that audits (to examine with intent to verify) [n] 

AUNTLIER AEILNRTU AUNTLY, of or suggesting aunt [adj] 

AUREOLAE AAEELORU AUREOLA, halo [n] 

AUREOLAS AAELORSU AUREOLA, halo [n] 

AUREOLED ADEELORU AUREOLE, to surround with halo [v] 
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AUREOLES AEELORSU AUREOLE, to surround with halo [v] 

AURICLED ACDEILRU AURICLE, ear or ear-shaped part [adj] 

AUROREAN AAENORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [adj] 

AUSTERER AEERRSTU AUSTERE, grave in disposition or appearance [adj] 

AUTODIAL AADILOTU to dial telephone number automatically [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

AUTOGIRO AGIOORTU type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

AVENTAIL AAEILNTV ventail (adjustable front of medieval helmet) [n -S] 

AVERSION AEINORSV feeling of repugnance [n -S] 

AVERTING AEGINRTV AVERT, to turn away [v] 

AVIATORS AAIORSTV AVIATOR, one that aviates (to fly aircraft) [n] 

AWAITERS AAEIRSTW AWAITER, one that awaits (to wait for) [n] 

 

B 8s 

BACTERIN ABCEINRT vaccine prepared from dead bacteria [n -S] 

BARITONE ABEINORT male singing voice [n -S] 

BERGENIA ABEEGINR flowering plant [n -S] 

BETAINES ABEEINST BETAINE, alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

BIDENTAL ABDEILNT having two teeth [adj] 

BILINEAR ABEIILNR pertaining to two lines [adj] 

BOISERIE BEEIIORS wood paneling on wall [n -S] 

BORNITES BEINORST BORNITE, ore of copper [n] 

BRINIEST BEIINRST BRINY, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

 

C 8s 

CANITIES ACEIINST turning gray of hair [n CANITIES] 

CARINATE AACEINRT shaped like keel of ship [adj] 

CAROTENE ACEENORT plant pigment [n -S] 

CAUSERIE ACEEIRSU informal conversation [n -S] 

CEINTURE CEEINRTU belt for waist [n -S] 

CENTIARE ACEEINRT centare (measure of land area) [n -S] 

CENTRALS ACELNRST CENTRAL, telephone exchange [n] 

CENTROID CDEINORT center of mass of object [n -S] 

CERATOID ACDEIORT hornlike (resembling horn) [adj] 

CINEASTE ACEEINST cineast (devotee of motion pictures) [n -S] 

CISTERNA ACEINRST fluid-containing sac [n -E] 

CLARINET ACEILNRT woodwind instrument [n -S] 

COLINEAR ACEILNOR lying in same straight line [adj] 

CORONATE ACENOORT to crown (to supply with crown (royal headpiece)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COTERIES CEEIORST COTERIE, clique [n] 

CRANIATE AACEINRT one that has skull [n -S] 

CREATINE ACEEINRT chemical compound [n -S] 

CREATION ACEINORT something created [n -S] 

CRESTING CEGINRST decorative coping [n -S] / CREST, to reach crest (peak) [v] 

CRITERIA ACEIIRRT standards of judgment [n CRITERIA] 

 

D 8s 

DAINTIER ADEIINRT DAINTY, delicately pretty [adj] 
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DAINTIES ADEIINST DAINTY, something delicious [n] 

DANGLIER ADEGILNR DANGLY, dangling [adj] 

DARIOLES ADEILORS DARIOLE, type of pastry filled with cream, custard, or jelly [n] 

DARTLING ADGILNRT DARTLE, to dart repeatedly [v] 

DATELINE ADEEILNT to provide news story with its date and place of origin [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DEAERATE AADEEERT to remove air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEAIRING ADEGIINR DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

DEBONAIR ABDEINOR suave (smoothly affable and polite) [adj] 

DECIARES ACDEEIRS DECIARE, metric unit of area [n] 

DEIONISE DEEIINOS to deionize (to remove ions from) [v -ED, -SING, -S] 

DELAINES ADEEILNS DELAINE, wool fabric [n] 

DELATING ADEGILNT DELATE, to accuse (to make assertion against) [v] 

DELATION ADEILNOT act of delating (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

DELETING DEEGILNT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DELETION DEEILNOT act of deleting (to remove written or printed matter) [n -S] 

DELICATE ACDEEILT delicacy (choice food) [n -S] 

DELUSION DEILNOSU act of deluding (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n -S] 

DEMENTIA ADEEIMNT mental illness [n -S] 

DENATURE ADEENRTU to deprive of natural qualities [v -D, -RING, -S] 

DENDRITE DDEEINRT branched part of nerve cell [n -S] 

DENOTIVE DEEINOTV DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [adj] 

DENTALIA AADEILNT mollusks with long, tapering shells [n DENTALIA] 

DENTINAL ADEILNNT DENTIN, hard substance forming body of tooth [adj] 

DENTURAL ADELNRTU DENTURE, set of teeth [adj] 

DERACINE ACDEEINR displaced person [n -S] 

DERATING ADEGINRT DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

DERATION ADEINORT to free (as food) from rationing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DERIVATE ADEEIRTV something derived [n -S] 

DEROGATE ADEEGORT to detract (to take away) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESOLATE ADEELOST to lay waste [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DETAILER ADEEILRT one that details (to report with complete particulars) [n -S] 

DETAINED ADDEEINT DETAIN, to hold in custody [v] 

DETAINEE ADEEEINT one who is detained [n -S] 

DETAINER ADEEINRT unlawful withholding of another's property [n -S] 

DETINUES DEEINSTU DETINUE, action to recover property wrongfully detained [n] 

DETONATE ADEENOTT to cause to explode [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DETRAINS ADEINRST DETRAIN, to get off railroad train [v] 

DETRITAL ADEILRTT DETRITUS, particles of rock [adj] 

DEUTERON DEENORTU atomic particle [n -S] 

DEVIANTS ADEINSTV DEVIANT, one that deviates from norm [n] 

DEVIATOR ADEIORTV one that deviates (to turn aside from course or norm) [n -S] 

DEXTRINE DEEINRTX dextrin (substance used as adhesive) [n -S] 

DIAGNOSE ADEGINOS to recognize disease by its signs and symptoms [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIALOGER ADEGILOR one that dialogs (to dialogue (to carry on conversation)) [n -S] 

DIALOGUE ADEGILOU to carry on conversation [v -D, -UING, -S] 

DIATRIBE ABDEIIRT bitter and abusive criticism [n -S] 

DIATRONS ADINORST DIATRON, circuitry design that uses diodes [n] 
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DICENTRA ACDEINRT perennial herb [n -S] 

DIGERATI ADEGIIRT persons skilled in use of computers [n DIGERATI] 

DILATERS ADEILRST DILATER, dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n] 

DILATION ADIILNOT act of dilating (to make wider or larger) [n -S] 

DILATORS ADILORST DILATOR, one that dilates (to make wider or larger) [n] 

DILIGENT DEGIILNT persevering [adj] 

DINOSAUR ADINORSU one of group of extinct reptiles [n -S] 

DIORITES DEIIORST DIORITE, igneous rock [n] 

DIPTERAN ADEINPRT two-winged fly [n -S] 

DIPTERON DEINOPRT dipteran (two-winged fly) [n -RA] 

DISAGREE ADEEGIRS to differ in opinion [v -D, -ING, -S] 

DISINTER DEIINRST to exhume (to dig out of earth) [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

DISTRAIN ADIINRST to seize and hold property as security [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIVALENT ADEILNTV having valence of two [adj] 

DOCTRINE CDEINORT belief or set of beliefs taught or advocated [n -S] 

DOLERITE DEEILORT variety of basalt [n -S] 

DONATIVE ADEINOTV donation (something donated) [n -S] 

DORMIENT DEIMNORT dormant (lying asleep) [adj] 

DRAGLINE ADEGILNR line used for dragging [n -S] 

DRAGONET ADEGNORT marine fish [n -S] 

DRAINAGE AADEGINR act of draining (to draw off liquid) [n -S] 

DRAINERS ADEINRRS DRAINER, one that drains (to draw off liquid) [n] 

DURATION ADINORTU continuance in time [n -S] 

DURATIVE ADEIRTUV type of verb (word used to express act, occurrence, or mode of being) [n -S] 

 

E 8s 

EARLIEST AEEILRST EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv] 

EARSTONE AEENORST otolith (hard mass that forms in inner ear) [n -S] 

EATERIES AEEEIRST EATERY, lunchroom [n] 

ECLOGITE CEEGILOT type of rock [n -S] 

EDITIONS DEIINOST EDITION, particular -S of printed material [n] 

EGALITES AEEGILST EGALITE, equality (state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n] 

EGESTION EEGINOST act of egesting (to discharge from body) [n -S] 

EGOMANIA AAEGIMNO extreme egotism [n -S] 

EIRENICS CEEIINRS irenics (branch of theology) [n EIRENICS] 

ELASTANE AAEELNST spandex (synthetic elastic fiber) [n -S] 

ELATERID ADEEILRT elater (click beetle) [n -S] 

ELATERIN AEEILNRT chemical compound [n -S] 

ELATIONS AEILNOST ELATION, feeling of great joy [n] 

ELECTION CEEILNOT act of electing (to select by vote for office) [n -S] 

ELECTRON CEELNORT elementary particle [n -S] 

ELEVATOR AEELORTV one that elevates (to raise (to move to higher position)) [n -S] 

ELICITOR CEIILORT one that elicits (to educe (to draw forth or bring out)) [n -S] 

ELOIGNED DEEGILNO ELOIGN, to remove to distant place [v] 

ELOIGNER EEGILNOR one that eloigns (to remove to distant place) [n -S] 

ELOINERS EEILNORS ELOINER, one that eloins (to eloign (to remove to distant place)) [n] 

ELONGATE AEEGLNOT to lengthen (to make or become longer) [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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ELUVIATE AEEILTUV to undergo transfer of materials in soil [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EMANATOR AAEMNORT one that emanates (to send forth) [n -S] 

EMERITAE AEEEIMRT EMERITA, retired woman who retains honorary title [n] 

EMERSION EEIMNORS act of emerging (to come out into view) [n -S] 

ENACTION ACEINNOT action of enacting [n -S] 

ENACTIVE ACEEINTV having power to enact [adj] 

ENACTORS ACENORST ENACTOR, one that enacts (to make into law) [n] 

ENACTORY ACENORTY pertaining to enactment of law [adj] 

ENATIONS AEINNOST ENATION, outgrowth from surface of organ [n] 

ENCAENIA AACEEINN annual university ceremonies [n ENCAENIA] 

ENDEAVOR ADEENORV to make effort [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDORSEE DEEENORS one to whom document is transferred by endorsement [n -S] 

ENDOSTEA ADEENOST bone membranes [n ENDOSTEA] 

ENERVATE AEEENRTV to deprive of strength or vitality [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ENGINEER EEEGINNR to carry through or manage by contrivance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGIRDLE DEEGILNR to engird (to gird (to surround (to extend completely around))) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENLARGED ADEEGLNR ENLARGE, to make or become larger [v] 

ENLARGER AEEGLNRR device used to enlarge photographs [n -S] 

ENLISTER EEILNRST one that enlists (to engage for military service) [n -S] 

ENROOTED DEENOORT ENROOT, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

ENSILAGE AEEGILNS to ensile (to store in silo) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENSNARED ADEENNRS ENSNARE, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

ENTAILED ADEEILNT ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

ENTAILER AEEILNRT one that entails (to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs) [n -S] 

ENTERING EEGINNRT ENTER, to come or go into [v] 

ENTERONS EENNORST ENTERON, alimentary canal [n] 

ENTICERS CEEINRST ENTICER, one that entices (to allure (to attract with something desirable)) [n] 

ENTITLED DEEILNTT ENTITLE, to give title to [v] 

ENTITLES EEILNSTT ENTITLE, to give title to [v] 

ENTOILED DEEILNOT ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ENTRAINS AEINNRST ENTRAIN, to board train [v] 

ENTRANCE ACEENNRT to fill with delight or wonder [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENTREATY AEENRTTY earnest request [n -TIES] 

ENTRESOL EELNORST mezzanine [n -S] 

ENURETIC CEEINRTU one who is affected with enuresis [n -S] 

EQUATION AEINOQTU act of equating (to make equal) [n -S] 

ERADIATE AADEEIRT to radiate (to emit rays) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ERASIONS AEINORSS ERASION, erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n] 

ERECTION CEEINORT act of erecting (to build (to construct)) [n -S] 

ERGATIVE AEEGIRTV type of verb (word used to express act, occurrence, or mode of being) [n -S] 

ERIGERON EEGINORR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

ERINGOES EEGINORS ERINGO, eryngo (medicinal herb) [n] 

EROGENIC CEEGINOR arousing sexual desire [adj] 

EROTICAL ACEILORT EROTIC, amatory poem [adj] 

EROTICAS ACEIORST EROTICA, literature or art dealing with sexual love [n] 

EROTIZED DEEIORTZ EROTIZE, to give sexual meaning to [v] 

EROTIZES EEIORSTZ EROTIZE, to give sexual meaning to [v] 
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ESOTERIC CEEIORST designed for select few [adj] 

ESQUIRED DEEIQRSU ESQUIRE, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

ESTANCIA AACEINST cattle ranch [n -S] 

ESTRANGE AEEGNRST to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ESTROGEN EEGNORST female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus [n -S] 

ESURIENT EEINRSTU greedy (marked by greed) [adj] 

ETERNALS AEELNRST ETERNAL, something lasting forever [n] 

ETERNISE EEEINRST to eternize (to make everlasting) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ETESIANS AEEINSST ETESIAN, annually recurring wind [n] 

ETIOLATE AEEILOTT to whiten (to make white) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EUCAINES ACEEINSU EUCAINE, anesthetic [n] 

EUDAIMON ADEIMNOU eudemon (good spirit) [n -S] 

EUGENIAS AEEGINSU EUGENIA, tropical evergreen tree [n] 

EUGENIST EEGINSTU student of eugenics [n -S] 

EULOGIAE AEEGILOU EULOGIA, EULOGIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] 

EULOGIAS AEGILOSU EULOGIA, EULOGIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] 

EUPNOEAS AEENOPSU EUPNOEA, eupnea (normal breathing) [n] 

EVENTERS EEENRSTV EVENTER, horse or rider competing in eventing [n] 

EVERSION EEINORSV act of everting (to turn outward or inside out) [n -S] 

EVERTING EEGINRTV EVERT, to turn outward or inside out [v] 

EXERTION EEINORTX act of exerting (to put into action) [n -S] 

EXORDIAL ADEILORX EXORDIUM, beginning [adj] 

 

F 8s 

FAINTERS AEFINRST FAINTER, one that faints (to lose consciousness) [n] 

FAIRIEST AEFIIRST FAIRY, pertaining to or resembling fairy [adj] 

FARINOSE AEFINORS resembling farina (fine meal made from cereal grain) [adj] 

FAVORITE AEFIORTV  person or thing preferred above all others [n -S] 

FEATLIER AEEFILRT FEATLY, graceful (having beauty of form or movement) [adj] 

FETATION AEFINOTT development of fetus [n -S] 

FETERITA AEEFIRTT cereal grass [n -S] 

FIGEATER AEEFGIRT large beetle [n -S] 

FILARIAE AAEFIILR FILARIA, parasitic worm [n] 

FLANERIE AEEFILNR idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n -S] 

FLOATIER AEFILORT FLOATY, tending to float [adj] 

FOLIATED ADEFILOT FOLIATE, to hammer into thin plates [v] 

FOREDATE ADEEFORT to antedate (to be of earlier date than) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FORESAID ADEFIORS previously said [adj] 

FORESAIL AEFILORS lowest sail on foremast [n -S] 

FRONTAGE AEFGNORT front of building or lot [n -S] 

FRONTIER EFINORRT border between two countries [n -S] 

 

G 8s 

GAIETIES AEEGIIST GAIETY, festive activity [n] 

GAINLIER AEGIILNR GAINLY, graceful (having beauty of form or movement) [adj] 

GAITERED ADEEGIRT GAITER, covering for lower leg [adj] 

GARDENIA AADEGINR tropical shrub or tree [n -S] 
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GASELIER AEEGILRS gaslight chandelier [n -S] 

GASOLENE AEEGLNOS gasoline (liquid fuel) [n -S] 

GASOLINE AEGILNOS liquid fuel [n -S] 

GELATION AEGILNOT process of gelling [n -S] 

GENERATE AEEEGNRT to bring into existence [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GENITORS EGINORST GENITOR, male parent [n] 

GENITURE EEGINRTU birth [n -S] 

GERANIAL AAEGILNR citral (lemon flavoring) [n -S] 

GERANIOL AEGILNOR alcohol used in perfumes [n -S] 

GERONTIC CEGINORT pertaining to old age [adj] 

GESNERIA AEEGINRS designating type of flowering plant [adj] 

GLAIRIER AEGIILRR GLAIRY, resembling egg white [adj] 

GLARIEST AEGILRST GLARY, glaring [adj] 

GLEETIER EEEGILRT GLEETY, resembling mucus (viscid bodily fluid) [adj] 

GLIADINE ADEGIILN gliadin (simple protein) [n -S] 

GNARLIER AEGILNRR GNARLY, gnarled [adj] 

GNATTIER AEGINRTT GNATTY, infested with gnats [adj] 

GOATIEST AEGIOSTT GOATY, suggestive of goat [adj] 

GODETIAS ADEGIOST GODETIA, showy annual herb [n] 

GOITERED DEEGIORT GOITER, enlargement of thyroid gland [adj] 

GORDITAS ADGIORST GORDITA, stuffed and fried pocket of cornmeal dough [n] 

GRADIENT ADEGINRT rate of inclination [n -S] 

GRAINIER AEGIINRR GRAINY, granular (composed of granules) [adj] 

GRATINEE AEEGINRT to cook food that is covered with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GREASIER AEEGIRRS GREASY, containing or resembling grease [adj] 

GREENLIT EEGILNRT GREENLIGHT, to give approval to [v] 

GRIEVANT AEGINRTV one that submits complaint for arbitration [n -S] 

GROUTIER EGIORRTU GROUTY, surly (sullenly rude) [adj] 

GUERIDON DEGINORU small stand or table [n -S] 

GUILTIER EGIILRTU GUILTY, worthy of blame for offense [adj] 

 

H 8s 

HAIRIEST AEHIIRST HAIRY, covered with hair [adj] 

HAIRLINE AEHIILNR very thin line [n -S] 

HEADNOTE ADEEHNOT prefixed note [n -S] 

HEREINTO EEHINORT into this place [adv] 

HERITAGE AEEGHIRT something that is inherited [n -S] 

HERNIATE AEEHINRT to protrude through abnormal bodily opening [v -D, -TING, -S] 

HEROINES EEHINORS HEROINE, brave woman [n] 

HETAIRAI AAEHIIRT HETAIRA, hetaera (concubine) [n] 

HOARIEST AEHIORST HOARY, white with age [adj] 

HOTELIER EEHILORT hotel manager [n -S] 

HOTLINER EHILNORT person who runs radio phone-in show [n -S] 

 

I 8s 

IBOGAINE ABEGIINO alkaloid used as antidepressant [n -S] 

IDEALISE ADEEIILS to idealize (to regard as perfect) [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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IDEALIST ADEIILST adherent of idealism (pursuit of noble goals) [n -S] 

IDEATING ADEGIINT IDEATE, to form idea [v] 

IDEATION ADEIINOT act of ideating (to form idea) [n -S] 

IDEATIVE ADEEIITV pertaining to ideation (act of ideating (to form idea)) [adj] 

IDOLATER ADEILORT one that worships idols [n -S] 

IDOLISER DEIILORS one that idolises (to idolize (to worship)) [n -S] 

IDONEITY DEIINOTY state of being idoneous (suitable (appropriate)) [n -TIES] 

IDONEOUS DEINOOSU suitable (appropriate) [adj] 

IGNITERS EGIINRST IGNITER, one that ignites (to set on fire) [n] 

IGNORANT AGINNORT having no knowledge [adj] 

INARABLE AABEILNR not arable [adj] 

INCREASE ACEEINRS to make or become greater [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INCREATE ACEEINRT not created (to cause to exist) [adj] 

INDAGATE AADEGINT to investigate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INDENTOR DEINNORT indenter (one that indents (to cut or tear irregularly)) [n -S] 

INDEVOUT DEINOTUV not devout (pious (marked by religious reverence)) [adj] 

INDITERS DEIINRST INDITER, one that indites (to write or compose) [n] 

INDOLENT DEILNNOT lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [adj] 

INDORSEE DEEINORS endorsee (one to whom document is transferred by endorsement) [n -S] 

INDORSER DEINORRS endorser (one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document)) [n -S] 

INDURATE ADEINRTU to make hard [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INERRANT AEINNRRT free from error [adj] 

INERTIAE AEEIINRT INERTIA, tendency of body to resist acceleration [n] 

INERTIAL AEIILNRT INERTIA, tendency of body to resist acceleration [adj] 

INERTIAS AEIINRST INERTIA, tendency of body to resist acceleration [n] 

INFLATED ADEFILNT INFLATE, to cause to expand by filling with gas or air [v] 

INFLATER AEFILNRT one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [n -S] 

INHERITS EHIINRST INHERIT, to receive by legal succession [v] 

INITIATE AEIIINTT to originate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INLANDER ADEILNNR one living in interior of region [n -S] 

INLAYERS AEILNRSY INLAYER, one that inlays (to set into surface) [n] 

INNOVATE AEINNOTV to introduce something new [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INSNARED ADEINNRS INSNARE, to ensnare (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

INSNARER AEINNRRS ensnarer (one that ensnares (to trap)) [n -S] 

INSOLATE AEILNOST to expose to sunlight [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INSOLENT EILNNOST extremely rude person [n -S] 

INSTATED ADEINSTT INSTATE, to place in office [v] 

INSULATE AEILNSTU to separate with nonconducting material [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INSULTER EILNRSTU one that insults (to treat offensively) [n -S] 

INTAGLIO AGIILNOT incised or sunken design [n -LI, -S, -ES] / to engrave in intaglio [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTARSIA AAIINRST decorative technique [n -S] 

INTEGERS EEGINRST INTEGER, whole number [n] 

INTEGRAL AEGILNRT total unit [n -S] 

INTEGRIN EGIINNRT class of animal proteins [n -S] 

INTENSER EEINNRST INTENSE, existing in extreme degree [adj] 

INTERACT ACEINRTT to act on each other [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTERAGE AEEGINRT including persons of various ages [adj] 
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INTERBED BDEEINRT to insert between other layers [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

INTERIOR EIINORRT inside (something that lies within) [n -S] 

INTERLAP AEILNPRT to lap one over another [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

INTERLAY AEILNRTY to place between [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

INTERNAL AEILNNRT inner attribute [n -S] 

INTERNED DEEINNRT INTERN, to confine during war [v] 

INTERNEE EEEINNRT one who has been interned [n -S] 

INTERNET EEINNRTT network of computer networks [n -S] 

INTERRED DEEINRRT INTER, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 

INTERROW EINORRTW existing between rows [adj] 

INTERTIE EEIINRTT type of electrical connection [n -S] 

INTERVAL AEILNRTV space of time between periods or events [n -S] 

INTERWAR AEINRRTW happening between wars [adj] 

INTITLED DEIILNTT INTITLE, to entitle (to give title to) [v] 

INTONATE AEINNOTT to intone (to speak in singing voice) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INTONERS EINNORST INTONER, one that intones (to speak in singing voice) [n] 

INTORTED DEINORTT INTORT, to twist inward [v] 

INTRADOS ADINORST inner curve of arch [n -ES] 

INTRANET AEINNRTT computer network with restricted access [n -S] 

INTREPID DEIINPRT fearless (unafraid (not afraid (filled with apprehension))) [adj] 

INTRIGUE EGIINRTU to arouse curiosity of [v -D, -UING, -S] 

INTRORSE EINORRST facing inward [adj] 

INTRUDER DEINRRTU one that intrudes (to thrust or force oneself in) [n -S] 

INTRUDES DEINRSTU INTRUDE, to thrust or force oneself in [v] 

INUNDATE ADEINNTU to overwhelm with water [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INVADERS ADEINRSV INVADER, one that invades (to enter for conquest or plunder) [n] 

INVERTED DEEINRTV INVERT, to turn upside down [v] 

INVERTOR EINORRTV type of electrical device [n -S] 

INVESTOR EINORSTV one that invests (to commit something of value for future profit) [n -S] 

IODATION ADIINOOT act of iodating (to iodize (to treat with iodine)) [n -S] 

IODINATE ADEIINOT to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IRENICAL ACEIILNR irenic (peaceful in purpose) [adj] 

IRONIEST EIINORST IRONY, resembling iron [adj] 

IRONWARE AEINORRW articles made of iron [n -S] 

IRONWEED DEEINORW shrub (low, woody plant) [n -S] 

IRRIGATE AEGIIRRT to supply with water by artificial means [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IRRITATE AEIIRRTT to excite to impatience or anger [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ISLANDER ADEILNRS one that lives on island [n -S] 

ISOLATED ADEILOST ISOLATE, to set apart from others [v] 

ISOLATES AEILOSST ISOLATE, to set apart from others [v] 

ITERANCE ACEEINRT repetition [n -S] 

ITERATED ADEEIRTT ITERATE, to repeat (to say or do again) [v] 

IVORIEST EIIORSTV IVORY, resembling ivory in color [adj] 

 

J 8s 

JAROSITE AEIJORST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

JAUNTIER AEIJNRTU JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adj] 
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JETLINER EEIJLNRT type of aircraft (any machine or device capable of flying) [n -S] 

JOINTERS EIJNORST JOINTER, one that joints (to fit together by means of junction) [n] 

JOINTURE EIJNORTU to set aside property as inheritance [v -D, -RING, -S] 

 

K 8s 

KERATOID ADEIKORT horny (hornlike in hardness) [adj] 

 

L 8s 

LABORITE ABEILORT supporter of labor interests [n -S] 

LADRONES ADELNORS LADRONE, thief (one that steals (to take without right or permission)) [n] 

LAETRILE AEEILLRT drug derived from apricot pits [n -S] 

LAIRIEST AEIILRST LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

LAMENTER AEELMNRT one that laments (to express sorrow or regret for) [n -S] 

LANNERET AEELNNRT male lanner [n -S] 

LANTERNS AELNNRST LANTERN, protective case for light [n] 

LARDIEST ADEILRST LARDY, resembling lard [adj] 

LARIATED AADEILRT LARIAT, to lasso (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [v] 

LATEENER AEEELNRT lateen (sailing vessel) [n -S] 

LATERITE AEEILRTT type of soil [n -S] 

LATERIZE AEEILRTZ to convert to laterite [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LAUREATE AAEELRTU to laurel (to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LAZURITE AEILRTUZ mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

LEADIEST ADEEILST LEADY, resembling lead [adj] 

LEARNING AEGILNNR acquired knowledge [n -S] / LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study [v] 

LEERIEST EEEILRST LEERY, suspicious [adj] 

LEGATION AEGILNOT sending of official envoy [n -S] 

LEISURED DEEILRSU LEISURE, freedom from demands of work or duty [adj] 

LEMONIER EEILMNOR LEMONY, LEMON, citrus fruit [adj] 

LENITIES EEIILNST LENITY, leniency (quality of being lenient (gently tolerant)) [n] 

LENITION EIILNNOT change in articulation [n -S] 

LENTANDO ADELNNOT becoming slower -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LENTOIDS DEILNOST LENTOID, object shaped like lens [n] 

LEPORINE EEILNOPR resembling rabbit or hare [adj] 

LESIONED DEEILNOS LESION, to cause abnormal change in structure of organ [v] 

LEVIRATE AEEILRTV custom of marrying widow of one's brother [n -S] 

LIBERATE ABEEILRT to set free [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LIGATURE AEGILRTU to ligate (to bind (to tie or secure)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

LIGNEOUS EGILNOSU of or resembling wood [adj] 

LIGNITES EGIILNST LIGNITE, type of coal [n] 

LIGROINE EGIILNOR ligroin (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

LINEAGES AEEGILNS LINEAGE, direct descent from ancestor [n] 

LINEATED ADEEILNT lineate (marked with lines) [adj] 

LINGERER EEGILNRR one that lingers (to delay leaving) [n -S] 

LINGERIE EEGIILNR women's underwear [n -S] 

LIONISED DEIILNOS LIONISE, to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v] 

LIONISER EIILNORS one that lionises (to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity)) [n -S] 

LIONIZED DEIILNOZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 
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LIONIZER EIILNORZ one that lionizes (to treat or regard as celebrity) [n -S] 

LISTERIA AEIILRST rod-shaped bacterium [n -S] 

LITANIES AEIILNST LITANY, ceremonial form of prayer [n] 

LITERATE AEEILRTT one who can read and write [n -S] 

LITERATI AEIILRTT scholars collectively [n LITERATI] 

LOITERED DEEILORT LOITER, to stand idly about [v] 

LOITERER EEILORRT one that loiters (to stand idly about) [n -S] 

LONELIER EEILLNOR LONELY, sad from lack of companionship [adj] 

LONICERA ACEILNOR shrub with fragrant flowers [n -S] 

LOOSENER EELNOORS one that loosens (to make looser) [n -S] 

LORICATE ACEILORT animal having lorica [n -S] 

LORINERS EILNORRS LORINER, lorimer (maker of implements for harnesses and saddles) [n] 

LOUNGIER EGILNORU LOUNGY, suitable for lounging [adj] 

LUSTRINE EILNRSTU lustring (glossy silk fabric) [n -S] 

 

M 8s 

MATERIEL AEEILMRT aggregate of equipment and supplies used by organization [n -S] 

MEDIATOR ADEIMORT one that mediates (to act between disputing parties in order to bring about settlement) [n -S] 

MERIDIAN ADEIIMNR circle around earth passing through both poles [n -S] 

METANOIA AAEIMNOT spiritual conversion [n -S] 

MINSTREL EILMNRST medieval musician [n -S] 

MINUTIAE AEIIMNTU MINUTIA, small detail [n] 

MONILIAE AEIILMNO MONILIA, type of parasitic fungus [n] 

MURIATED ADEIMRTU pickled [adj] 

 

N 8s 

NAIVETES AEEINSTV NAIVETE, quality of being naive (lacking sophistication) [n] 

NAPERIES AEEINPRS NAPERY, table linen [n] 

NARCEINE ACEEINNR opium derivative [n -S] 

NARRATED AADENRRT NARRATE, to tell story [v] 

NARRATES AAENRRST NARRATE, to tell story [v] 

NAUSEATE AAEENSTU to affect with nausea [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NAVICERT ACEINRTV document permitting vessel passage through naval blockade [n -S] 

NEARLIER AEEILNRR NEARLY, with close approximation [adv] 

NEARSIDE ADEEINRS left side [n -S] 

NEEDIEST DEEEINST NEEDY, in state of poverty [adj] 

NEGATION AEGINNOT act of negating (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n -S] 

NEGATORS AEGNORST NEGATOR, negater (one that negates (to nullify)) [n] 

NEGATORY AEGNORTY expressing negation (act of negating (to nullify)) [adj] 

NEGATRON AEGNNORT electron (elementary particle) [n -S] 

NEGROIDS DEGINORS NEGROID, member of black race [n] 

NEGRONIS EGINNORS NEGRONI, alcoholic beverage [n] 

NEMATODE ADEEMNOT kind of worm [n -S] 

NEONATAL AAELNNOT NEONATE, newborn child [adj] 

NEONATES AEENNOST NEONATE, newborn child [n] 

NEOTENIC CEEINNOT NEOTENY, attainment of sexual maturity in larval stage [adj] 

NEOTERIC CEEINORT modern author [n -S] 
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NETTLIER EEILNRTT NETTLY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

NEURINES EEINNRSU NEURINE, ptomaine poison [n] 

NEURITIC CEIINRTU one affected with neuritis [n -S] 

NEURITIS EIINRSTU inflammation of nerve [n -IDES, -ES] 

NEURONAL AELNNORU NEURON, basic cellular unit of nervous system [adj] 

NEUTRALS AELNRSTU NEUTRAL, one that is impartial [n] 

NEUTRINO EINNORTU subatomic particle [n -S] 

NITERIES EEIINRST NITERIE, nitery (nightclub) [n] / NITERY [n] 

NITRATED ADEINRTT NITRATE, to treat with nitric acid [v] 

NITRATOR AINORRTT one that nitrates (to treat with nitric acid) [n -S] 

NITRILES EIILNRST NITRILE, chemical compound [n] 

NITROGEN EGINNORT gaseous element [n -S] 

NOISETTE EEINOSTT small round piece of meat [n -S] 

NONARIES AEINNORS NONARY, group of nine [n] 

NONELITE EEILNNOT not belonging to elite group [adj] 

NONGLARE AEGLNNOR lack of glare (harsh brilliant light) [n -S] 

NONIDEAL ADEILNNO not ideal [adj] 

NONRATED ADENNORT not rated (to estimate value of) [adj] 

NORTENAS AENNORST NORTENA, style of folk music of northern Mexico and Texas [n] 

NOTARIAL AAILNORT pertaining to notary (public officer who certifies documents) [adj] 

NOTARIES AEINORST NOTARY, public officer who certifies documents [n] 

NOTARISE AEINORST to notarize (to certify through notary) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NOTARIZE AEINORTZ to certify through notary [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

NOTIFIER EFIINORT one that notifies (to inform (to supply with information)) [n -S] 

NUMERATE AEEMNRTU to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NUTRIENT EINNRTTU nourishing substance [n -S] 

 

O 8s 

OBEDIENT BDEEINOT obeying or willing to obey [adj] 

OBTAINED ABDEINOT OBTAIN, to gain possession of [v] 

OBTAINER ABEINORT one that obtains (to gain possession of) [n -S] 

ODONATES ADENOOST ODONATE, any of order of predacious insects [n] 

OEDEMATA AADEEMOT OEDEMA, edema (excessive accumulation of serous fluid) [n] 

OEDIPEAN ADEEINOP oedipal (pertaining to libidinal feelings in child toward parent of opposite sex) [adj] 

OEILLADE ADEEILLO amorous look [n -S] 

OESTRINS EINORSST OESTRIN, estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n] 

OESTRIOL EILOORST estriol (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

OESTRONE EENOORST estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

OESTRUAL AELORSTU estrual (estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals))) [adj] 

OLEANDER ADEELNOR flowering shrub [n -S] 

OLEASTER AEELORST flowering shrub [n -S] 

OLIGURIA AGIILORU reduced excretion of urine [n -S] 

ONERIEST EEINORST ONERY, ornery (stubborn and mean-spirited) [adj] 

OPTIONEE EEINOOPT one who holds legal option [n -S] 

ORANGIER AEGINORR ORANGEY, orangy (resembling or suggestive of orange) [adj] / ORANGY [adj] 

ORATIONS AINOORST ORATION, formal speech [n] 

ORDAINED ADDEINOR ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority [v] 
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ORDAINER ADEINORR one that ordains (to invest with holy authority) [n -S] 

ORDINALS ADILNORS ORDINAL, number designating position in series [n] 

ORDINATE ADEINORT particular geometric coordinate [n -S] 

OREGANOS AEGNOORS OREGANO, aromatic herb used as seasoning [n] 

ORGANDIE ADEGINOR organdy (cotton fabric) [n -S] 

ORGANISE AEGINORS to organize (to form into orderly whole) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ORIENTAL AEILNORT inhabitant of eastern country [n -S] 

ORIENTED DEEINORT ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else [v] 

ORIENTER EEINORRT one who helps another to adjust to surroundings [n -S] 

ORIGINAL AGIILNOR first form of something [n -S] 

ORINASAL AAILNORS sound pronounced through both mouth and nose [n -S] 

ORNATELY AELNORTY ORNATE, elaborately or excessively ornamented [adv] 

OSTINATI AIINOSTT OSTINATO, constantly recurring musical phrase [n] 

OUTEARNS AENORSTU OUTEARN, to surpass in earning [v] 

OUTEATEN AEENOTTU OUTEAT, to surpass in eating [v] 

OUTFIRED DEFIORTU OUTFIRE, to surpass in firing [v] 

OUTGIVEN EGINOTUV OUTGIVE, to give more than [v] 

OUTGLARE AEGLORTU to surpass in glaring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTLEARN AELNORTU to surpass in learning [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTLIERS EILORSTU OUTLIER, outlying area or portion [n] 

OUTLINED DEILNOTU OUTLINE, to indicate main features or different parts of [v] 

OUTLINER EILNORTU one that outlines (to indicate main features or different parts of) [n -S] 

OUTLIVER EILORTUV one that outlives (to live longer than) [n -S] 

OUTRAISE AEIORSTU to surpass in raising [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OUTRANGE AEGNORTU to surpass in range [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTRAVED ADEORTUV OUTRAVE, to surpass in raving [v] 

OUTRIDER DEIORRTU mounted attendant who rides before or beside carriage [n -S] 

OVARIOLE AEILOORV one of tubes of which ovaries of most insects are composed [n -S] 

OVEREDIT DEEIORTV to edit more than necessary [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERLAIN AEILNORV OVERLIE, to lie over [v] 

OVERLENT EELNORTV OVERLEND, to lend too much [v] 

OVERNEAT AEENORTV too neat [adj] 

OZONATED ADENOOTZ OZONATE, to treat or combine with ozone [v] 

 

P 8s 

PAINTIER AEIINPRT PAINTY, covered with paint [adj] 

PATINAED AADEINPT PATINA, green film that forms on bronze [adj] 

PEARLITE AEEILPRT cast-iron alloy [n -S] 

PELORIAN AEILNOPR PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [adj] 

PERIDIAL ADEIILPR PERIDIUM, covering of spore-bearing organ in many fungi [adj] 

PERIGEAN AEEGINPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj] 

PERINEAL AEEILNPR PERINEUM, region of body at lower end of trunk [adj] 

PERONEAL AEELNOPR pertaining to fibula (bone of leg) [adj] 

PERSONAE AEENOPRS PERSONA, character in literary work [n] 

PETERING EEGINPRT PETER, to diminish gradually [v] 

PETRONEL EELNOPRT portable firearm [n -S] 

PINOTAGE AEGINOPT variety of red wine grape [n -S] 
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POINTIER EIINOPRT POINTY, coming to sharp, tapering end [adj] 

PREUNITE EEINPRTU to unite beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PROTEIDE DEEIOPRT proteid (protein (nitrogenous organic compound)) [n -S] 

 

Q 8s 

 

R 8s 

RADIANTS AADINRST RADIANT, point from which rays are emitted [n] 

RADIATED AADDEIRT RADIATE, to emit rays [v] 

RADIATOR AADIORRT heating device [n -S] 

RADIOING ADGIINOR RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RADIOMEN ADEIMNOR RADIOMAN, radio operator or technician [n] 

RAINCOAT AACINORT waterproof coat [n -S] 

RAINIEST AEIINRST RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

RAINOUTS AINORSTU RAINOUT, atomic fallout occurring in precipitation [n] 

RAINSUIT AIINRSTU waterproof jacket and pants [n -S] 

RAISONNE AEINNORS arranged systematically [adj] 

RANCIDER ACDEINRR RANCID, having unpleasant odor or taste [adj] 

RANDIEST ADEINRST RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RARITIES AEIIRRST RARITY, rareness (quality of being rare (occurring infrequently)) [n] 

RATANIES AAEINRST RATANY, rhatany (South American shrub) [n] 

RATICIDE ACDEIIRT substance for killing rats [n -S] 

RATIONAL AAILNORT number that can be expressed as quotient of integers [n -S] 

RATIONED ADEINORT RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

RATOONED ADENOORT RATOON, to sprout from root planted previous year [v] 

RATOONER AENOORRT plant that ratoons [n -S] 

RATTLIER AEILRRTT RATTLY, tending to rattle [adj] 

RAVELING AEGILNRV loose thread [n -S] / RAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 

RAVIGOTE AEGIORTV spiced vinegar sauce [n -S] 

REACTION ACEINORT act of reacting (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

READIEST ADEEIRST READY, prepared [adj] 

REAGINIC ACEGIINR REAGIN, type of antibody (body protein that produces immunity against certain microorganisms or toxins) [adj] 

REALISED ADEEILRS REALISE, to realize (to understand completely) [v] 

REALISER AEEILRRS one that realises (to realize (to understand completely)) [n -S] 

REANOINT AEINNORT to anoint again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAROUSE AEEORRSU to arouse again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REASONED ADEENORS REASON, to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts [v] 

REASONER AEENORRS one that reasons (to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts) [n -S] 

REATTAIN AAEINRTT to attain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBAITED ABDEEIRT REBAIT, to bait again [v] 

RECOINED CDEEINOR RECOIN, to coin again [v] 

REDLINER DEEILNRR one that redlines (to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods) [n -S] 

REDLINES DEEILNRS REDLINE, to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods [v] 

REDOLENT DEELNORT fragrant (having pleasant odor) [adj] 

REDTAILS ADEILRST REDTAIL, type of hawk [n] 

REELINGS EEGILNRS REELING, sustained noise [n] 

REENLIST EEILNRST to enlist again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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REGAINED ADEEGINR REGAIN, to gain again [v] 

REGAINER AEEGINRR one that regains (to gain again) [n -S] 

REGENTAL AEEGLNRT REGENT, one who rules in place of sovereign [adj] 

REGIONAL AEGILNOR something that serves as region [n -S] 

REGULATE AEEGLRTU to control according to rule [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REGULINE EEGILNRU REGULUS, mass that forms beneath slag in furnace [adj] 

REIGNITE EEGIINRT to ignite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REINCITE CEEIINRT to incite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REINVADE ADEEINRV to invade again [v -D, -DING, -S] 

REINVITE EEIINRTV to invite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RELATION AEILNORT significant association between two or more things [n -S] 

RELATIVE AEEILRTV one who is connected with another by blood or marriage [n -S] 

RELEARNT AEELNRRT RELEARN, to learn again [v] 

RELEASOR AEELORRS releaser (one that releases (to set free)) [n -S] 

RELIANCE ACEEILNR confident or trustful dependence [n -S] 

RELISTED DEEILRST RELIST, to list again [v] 

RELOADER ADEELORR one that reloads (to load again) [n -S] 

RELOANED ADEELNOR RELOAN, to loan again [v] 

REMAINED ADEEIMNR REMAIN, to continue in same state [v] 

RENAILED ADEEILNR RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

RENATURE AEENRRTU to restore natural qualities [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RENEGADO ADEEGNOR traitor (one who betrays another) [n -ES, -S] 

RENOVATE AEENORTV to make like new [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RENTABLE ABEELNRT RENT, REND, to tear apart forcibly [adj] 

REOBTAIN ABEINORT to obtain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REORDAIN ADEINORR to ordain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REORIENT EEINORRT to orient again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPTILIA AEIILPRT buildings for housing reptiles [n REPTILIA] 

REQUINTO EINOQRTU small guitar [n -S] 

RESALUTE AEELRSTU to salute again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESIDUAL ADEILRSU something left over [n -S] 

RESINATE AEEINRST to resin (to treat with resin (viscous substance obtained from certain plants)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESINIER EEIINRRS RESINY, resinous (resembling resin) [adj] 

RESITING EGIINRST RESITE, to site again [v] 

RESOLING EGILNORS RESOLE, to sole again [v] 

RESOLUTE EELORSTU characterized by firmness or determination [adj -R, -ST] / one who is resolute [n -S] 

RESONANT AENNORST resounding sound [n -S] 

RESONATE AEENORST to resound (to make loud, long, or echoing sound) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESTRAIN AEINRRST to hold back from action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETAILED ADEEILRT RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

RETAILER AEEILRRT one that retails (to sell in small quantities) [n -S] 

RETAILOR AEILORRT to tailor again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETAINED ADEEINRT RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

RETAINER AEEINRRT one that retains (to keep possession of) [n -S] 

RETAXING AEGINRTX RETAX, to tax again [v] 

RETIARII AEIIIRRT ancient Roman gladiators [n RETIARII] 

RETICENT CEEINRTT tending to be silent [adj] 
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RETICULA ACEILRTU netlike structures [n RETICULA] 

RETIEING EEGIINRT RETIE, to tie again [v] 

RETINENE EEEINNRT pigment in retina [n -S] 

RETINITE EEIINRTT fossil resin [n -S] 

RETINOLS EILNORST RETINOL, liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

RETINTED DEEINRTT RETINT, to tint again [v] 

RETINUED DEEINRTU RETINUE, group of attendants [adj] 

RETINULA AEILNRTU neural receptor of arthropod's eye [n -E, -S] 

RETIRANT AEINRRTT retiree (one who has retired from his vocation) [n -S] 

RETIRING EGIINRRT shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence)) [adj] / RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

RETRIALS AEILRRST RETRIAL, second trial [n] 

REUNITED DEEINRTU REUNITE, to unite again [v] 

REUNITER EEINRRTU one that reunites (to unite again) [n -S] 

REVOTING EGINORTV REVOTE, to vote again [v] 

RIGATONI AGIINORT tubular pasta [n -S] 

RIGAUDON ADGINORU rigadoon (lively dance) [n -S] 

RINGETTE EEGINRTT team sport for women played on ice using rubber ring [n -S] 

RINGTONE EGINNORT sound made by cell phone when receiving call [n -S] 

RODEOING DEGINOOR RODEO, to perform cowboy skills in contest [v] 

ROENTGEN EEGNNORT unit of radiation dosage [n -S] 

ROGATION AGINOORT proposal of law in ancient Rome [n -S] 

ROILIEST EIILORST ROILY, muddy (covered or filled with mud) [adj] 

ROLAMITE AEILMORT nearly frictionless mechanical device [n -S] 

RONDELET DEELNORT rondeau of 5 or 7 lines [n -S] 

ROOTAGES AEGOORST ROOTAGE, system of roots [n] 

ROSARIAN AAINORRS cultivator of roses [n -S] 

ROTARIES AEIORRST ROTARY, rotating part or device [n] 

ROTATIVE AEIORTTV ROTATION, act or instance of rotating [adj] 

ROTTENER EENORRTT ROTTEN, being in state of decay [adj] 

ROUNDLET DELNORTU small circle [n -S] 

ROUTEING EGINORTU ROUTE, to send on particular course [v] 

ROUTINES EINORSTU ROUTINE, regular course of procedure [n] 

RUINATED ADEINRTU RUINATE, to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v] 

RUMINATE AEIMNRTU to chew again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RUNAGATE AAEGNRTU deserter (one that deserts (to abandon)) [n -S] 

RURALITE AEILRRTU ruralist (one who lives in country) [n -S] 

 

S 8s 

SALARIED AADEILRS SALARY, to pay periodic, fixed compensation to [v] 

SANGAREE AAEEGNRS alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

SANIDINE ADEIINNS glassy variety of feldspar [n -S] 

SANTERAS AAENRSST SANTERA, priestess of santeria [n] 

SANTERIA AAEINRST religion of Caribbean region [n -S] 

SARDINED ADDEINRS SARDINE, to pack tightly [v] 

SARTORII AIIORRST SARTORIUS, muscle on front of thigh [n] 

SATINIER AEIINRST SATINY, resembling satin [adj] 

SAUTERNE AEENRSTU sweet white wine [n -S] 
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SAUTOIRE AEIORSTU sautoir (saltire (heraldic design)) [n -S] 

SCENARIO ACEINORS summary of plot of dramatic work [n -S] 

SEAFRONT AEFNORST area along edge of sea [n -S] 

SEATRAIN AAEINRST ship equipped to carry railroad cars [n -S] 

SEDATION ADEINOST reduction of stress or excitement by use of sedatives [n -S] 

SEDITION DEIINOST incitement of rebellion against government [n -S] 

SEICENTO CEEINOST seventeenth century [n -S] 

SEIGNEUR EEGINRSU seignior (feudal lord) [n -S] 

SEIGNIOR EGIINORS feudal lord [n -S] 

SELENATE AEEELNST chemical salt [n -S] 

SENORITA AEINORST unmarried Spanish girl or woman [n -S] 

SENTINEL EEILNNST to stand guard [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SEPTORIA AEIOPRST type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n -S] 

SERENADE ADEEENRS to perform honorific evening song for [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SERENATA AAEENRST dramatic cantata [n -S, -TE] 

SERENATE AEEENRST SERENATA, dramatic cantata [n] 

SERENITY EEINRSTY state of being serene (calm; tranquil) [n -TIES] 

SERIATED ADEEIRST SERIATE, to put into series [v] 

SERIATES AEEIRSST SERIATE, to put into series [v] 

SEROTINE EEINORST European bat [n -S] 

SEROTINY EINORSTY condition of having late or gradual seed dispersal [n -NIES] 

SERRANID ADEINRRS marine fish [n -S] 

SIDELINE DEEIILNS to put out of action [v -D, -NING, -S] 

SIDEREAL ADEEILRS pertaining to stars [adj] 

SIDERITE DEEIIRST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

SINUATED ADEINSTU SINUATE, to curve in and out [v] 

SIRENIAN AEIINNRS any of order of aquatic mammals [n -S] 

SLANTIER AEILNRST SLANTY, deviating from horizontal or vertical [adj] 

SLATTERN AELNRSTT slovenly woman [n -S] 

SNARLIER AEILNRRS SNARLY, tangled [adj] 

SNOOTIER EINOORST SNOOTY, snobbish (characteristic of snob) [adj] 

SNOUTIER EINORSTU SNOUTY, resembling long, projecting nose [adj] 

SOLANINE AEILNNOS poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

STEADIER ADEEIRST STEADY, firm in position [adj] / one that steadies (to make steady) [n -S] 

STEARINE AEEINRST stearin (solid portion of fat) [n -S] 

STERLING EGILNRST British money [n -S] 

STINGIER EGIINRST STINGY, unwilling to spend or give [adj] 

STOLIDER DEILORST STOLID, showing little or no emotion [adj] 

STRAINED ADEINRST STRAIN, to exert to utmost [v] 

STRAINER AEINRRST utensil used to separate liquids from solids [n -S] 

STRANDER ADENRRST machine that twists fibers into rope [n -S] 

STRIDENT DEINRSTT shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj] 

STRINGED DEGINRST STRING, to provide with strings (slender cords) [v] 

 

T 8s 

TABORINE ABEINORT taboret (small drum) [n -S] 

TACONITE ACEINOTT low-grade iron ore [n -S] 
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TAENIOID ADEIINOT TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [adj] 

TAILBONE ABEILNOT coccyx (bone of spine) [n -S] 

TAILORED ADEILORT TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

TAILRACE AACEILRT part of millrace [n -S] 

TANAGERS AAEGNRST TANAGER, brightly colored bird [n] 

TANDOORI ADINOORT TANDOOR, clay oven [n] / food cooked in tandoor [n -S] 

TANGELOS AEGLNOST TANGELO, citrus fruit [n] 

TANGLERS AEGLNRST TANGLER, one that tangles (to bring together in intricate confusion) [n] 

TANGLIER AEGILNRT TANGLY, tangled [adj] 

TAQUERIA AAEIQRTU restaurant specializing in tacos and burritos [n -S] 

TARLETAN AAELNRTT tarlatan (cotton fabric) [n -S] 

TAURINES AEINRSTU TAURINE, chemical compound [n] 

TEENAGER AEEEGNRT person between ages of thirteen and nineteen [n -S] 

TEENIEST EEEINSTT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEENSIER EEEINRST TEENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TELERANS AEELNRST TELERAN, system of air navigation [n] 

TELOGENS EEGLNOST TELOGEN, hair growth period [n] 

TENAILLE AEEILLNT outer defense [n -S] 

TENDRILS DEILNRST TENDRIL, leafless organ of climbing plants [n] 

TENEBRAE ABEEENRT religious service [n TENEBRAE] 

TENORINI EIINNORT TENORINO, high tenor [n] 

TENORINO EINNOORT high tenor [n -NI] 

TENORIST EINORSTT one who sings tenor or plays tenor instrument [n -S] 

TENORITE EEINORTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

TENTORIA AEINORTT internal skeletons of heads of insects [n TENTORIA] 

TENURIAL AEILNRTU of or pertaining to tenure [adj] 

TEOSINTE EEINOSTT annual grass [n -S] 

TERATOID ADEIORTT TERATISM, malformed fetus [adj] 

TERMINAL AEILMNRT end or extremity [n -S] 

TERMINER EEIMNRRT type of court in some states [n -S] 

TERNIONS EINNORST TERNION, group of three [n] 

TERPINOL EILNOPRT fragrant liquid [n -S] 

TERRANES AEENRRST TERRANE, rock formation [n] 

TERTIALS AEILRSTT TERTIAL, flight feather of bird's wing [n] 

TETANOID ADEINOTT TETANUS, infectious disease [adj] 

TETRAGON AEGNORTT four-sided polygon [n -S] 

TEVATRON AENORTTV particle accelerator [n -S] 

THEANINE AEEHINNT beneficial amino acid [n -S] 

THIONATE AEHINOTT chemical salt [n -S] 

THIOUREA AEHIORTU chemical compound [n -S] 

TIDELINE DEEIILNT line on shore marking highest point of tide [n -S] 

TINWARES AEINRSTW TINWARE, articles made of tinplate [n] 

TIREDEST DEEIRSTT TIRED, sapped of strength [adj] 

TOASTIER AEIORSTT TOASTY, comfortably warm [adj] 

TOENAILS AEILNOST TOENAIL, to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v] 

TOILETED DEEILOTT TOILET, to dress and groom oneself [v] 

TOLERANT AELNORTT inclined to tolerate [adj] 
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TOLERATE AEELORTT to allow without active opposition [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TOLEWARE AEELORTW objects made of elaborately decorated sheet metal [n -S] 

TOLIDINE DEIILNOT chemical compound [n -S] 

TOLUENES EELNOSTU TOLUENE, flammable liquid [n] 

TONNEAUS AENNOSTU TONNEAU, rear seating compartment of automobile [n] 

TONSILAR AILNORST TONSIL, lymphoid organ [adj] 

TOPAZINE AEINOPTZ TOPAZ, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

TOREADOR ADEOORRT bullfighter [n -S] 

TORNADIC ACDINORT TORNADO, violent windstorm [adj] 

TOTALISE AEILOSTT to totalize (to make complete) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TOWERING EGINORTW TOWER, to rise to great height [v] 

TRAILERS AEILRRST TRAILER, to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v] 

TRAINEES AEEINRST TRAINEE, person receiving training [n] 

TRAINMEN AEIMNNRT TRAINMAN, railroad employee [n] 

TRANNIES AEINNRST TRANNIE, tranny (transmission) [n] / TRANNY [n] 

TRANQUIL AILNQRTU free from disturbance [adj -ER, -EST, -LLER, -LLEST] 

TRAVOISE AEIORSTV travois (type of sled) [n -S] 

TREADING ADEGINRT TREAD, to walk on, over, or along [v] 

TREADLER ADEELRRT one that treadles (to work foot lever) [n -S] 

TREATING AEGINRTT act of providing someone with something pleasurable [n -S] / TREAT, to behave in particular way toward [v] 

TRECENTO CEENORTT fourteenth century [n -S] 

TREELAWN AEELNRTW strip of lawn between street and sidewalk [n -S] 

TREELINE EEEILNRT limit north of which trees do not grow [n -S] 

TREENAIL AEEILNRT wooden peg used for fastening timbers [n -S] 

TRENAILS AEILNRST TRENAIL, treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n] 

TRENDIER DEEINRRT TRENDY, very fashionable [adj] 

TRENDING DEGINNRT TREND, to take particular course [v] 

TRENDOID DDEINORT trendy person [n -S] 

TRIANGLE AEGILNRT polygon having three sides [n -S] 

TRIAZINE AEIINRTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

TRIAZOLE AEILORTZ chemical compound [n -S] 

TRICORNE CEINORRT tricorn (hat with brim turned up on three sides) [n -S] 

TRIDENTS DEINRSTT TRIDENT, spear having three prongs [n] 

TRIENNIA AEIINNRT periods of three years [n TRIENNIA] 

TRIGONAL AGILNORT shaped like triangle [adj] 

TRINDLED DDEILNRT TRINDLE, to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v] 

TRINDLES DEILNRST TRINDLE, to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v] 

TRINODAL ADILNORT having three nodes [adj] 

TRIOLETS EILORSTT TRIOLET, short poem of fixed form [n] 

TRIPTANE AEINPRTT chemical compound [n -S] 

TRITONES EINORSTT TRITONE, musical interval of three whole tones [n] 

TROILITE EIILORTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

TROLANDS ADLNORST TROLAND, unit of measurement of retinal response to light [n] 

TROTLINE EILNORTT strong fishing line [n -S] 

TURNSOLE ELNORSTU plant that turns with sun [n -S] 

TYROSINE EINORSTY amino acid [n -S] 
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UINTAITE AEIINTTU variety of asphalt [n -S] 

ULTERIOR EILORRTU more remote [adj] 

UNAVOWED ADENOUVW not avowed (to declare openly) [adj] 

UNCREATE ACEENRTU to deprive of existence [v -D, -ITNG, -S] 

UNDERLIE DEEILNRU to lie under [v -LAY, LAIN, -LYING, -S] 

UNDERLIT DEILNRTU lacking adequate light [adj] 

UNEASIER AEEINRSU UNEASY, marked by mental or physical discomfort [adj] 

UNIRONED DEINNORU not ironed (to furnish with iron (metallic element)) [adj] 

UNITAGES AEGINSTU UNITAGE, amount in units [n] 

UNITARDS ADINRSTU UNITARD, leotard that also covers legs [n] 

UNLEARNT AELNNRTU UNLEARN, to put out of one's knowledge or memory [v] 

UNORNATE AENNORTU not ornate (elaborately or excessively ornamented) [adj] 

UNRETIRE EEINRRTU to return to work after having taken retirement [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UNTIDIER DEIINRTU UNTIDY, not tidy (neat and orderly) [adj] 

UNVARIED ADEINRUV not varied (to become or make different) [adj] 

URALITES AEILRSTU URALITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

UREDINIA ADEIINRU UREDINIUM, pustule formed by rust fungus infection [n] / uredia (spore-producing organ of certain fungi) [n UREDINIA] 

URETERAL AEELRRTU URETER, duct that conveys urine from kidney to bladder [adj] 

URIDINES DEIINRSU URIDINE, chemical compound [n] 

URINATED ADEINRTU URINATE, to discharge urine [v] 

URINATOR AINORRTU one that urinates (to discharge urine) [n -S] 

URINEMIA AEIIMNRU uremia (abnormal condition of blood) [n -S] 

UTILISER EIILRSTU utilizer (one that utilizes (to make use of)) [n -S] 

 

V 8s 

VALERIAN AAEILNRV perennial herb [n -S]  

VANITIED ADEIINTV VANITY, inflated pride in oneself [adj] 

VARIATED AADEIRTV VARIATE, to vary (to become or make different) [v] 

VARIETAL AAEILRTV wine designated by variety of grape [n -S] 

VASELINE AEEILNSV trademark [v -D, -NING, -S] 

VAULTIER AEILRTUV VAULTY, resembling vault [adj] 

VAUNTERS AENRSTUV VAUNTER, one that vaunts (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [n] 

VEINULET EEILNTUV venule (small vein) [n -S] 

VENATION AEINNOTV arrangement of veins [n -S] 

VENETIAN AEEINNTV flexible window screen [n -S] 

VENTAILS AEILNSTV VENTAIL, adjustable front of medieval helmet [n] 

VERATRIN AEINRRTV poisonous mixture of alkaloids [n -S] 

VERONALS AELNORSV VERONAL, sedative drug [n] 

VERONICA ACEINORV handkerchief bearing image of Christ's face [n -S] 

VERTISOL EILORSTV type of clayey soil [n -S] 

VINTAGER AEGINRTV one that harvests wine grapes [n -S] 

VIOLATER AEILORTV violator (one that violates (to break or disregard terms or requirements of)) [n -S] 

VIRELAIS AEIILRSV VIRELAI, virelay (medieval French verse form) [n] 

VIRULENT EILNRTUV extremely poisonous [adj] 

VITRAINS AIINRSTV VITRAIN, material in vitreous layers of banded bituminous coal [n] 
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WAITERED ADEEIRTW WAITER, to work as male server in restaurant [v] 

WAITRONS AINORSTW WAITRON, server in restaurant [n] 

WANTONER AENNORTW WANTON, immoral (contrary to established morality) [adj] / one that wantons (to behave immorally) [n -S] 

WATERING AEGINRTW act of one that waters [n -S] / WATER, to sprinkle with water (transparent, odorless, tasteless liquid) [v] 

WINTERED DEEINRTW WINTER, to pass winter (coldest season of year) [v] 

WIRELINE EEIILNRW telegraph or telephone wire [n -S] 

 

X 8s 

 

Y 8s 

YEARLIES AEEILRSY YEARLY, publication appearing once year [n] 

YEASTIER AEEIRSTY YEASTY, foamy (covered with foam) [adj] 

YEASTING AEGINSTY YEAST, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

 

Z 8s 

 


